
 

 

Environment and Sustainability Forum 27th Oct 

Chair:Holly Jones 

Subject: The IWC Climate strategy and Mission Zero community hub. 

Council aim to meet net zero by 2030. IOW council only responsible for 1% of emissions on 

the Island. 

IW Council to Create a community hub to try to influence all community groups, businesses, 

charities etc for engagement and collaboration, in order to meet the net zero goal. 

It will inform, connect, effect and align. 

Will be a central managing steering group which will be fed info and supported by various 

sub steering groups. These will include housing, transport, energy, agriculture and food and 

fishing, also resilience, rewilding and ecology, industry and tourism, PCs, well being groups 

and education. 

Break out rooms were formed for discussion around how the hubs and the sub steering 

groups would work. 

These fed back their ideas, around venues for meeting that were easy to access and 

inexpensive (ie disused shops churches etc ) and how best to engage people and 

communicate. 

Early stages, but important that peoples skills and expertise are used and the information on 

how to reduce carbon footprint got out to all. 

 

WCFA 

Nothing to report that impacted Fishbourne Parish. 

 

IWALC topic meeting. Transport. 

I attended this meeting but has been expertly reported on by Diana, the chair! 

 

The chain near the hut and bins, on the lower green is broken. It appears to have been cut 

for access onto the green. 

The hut itself has lost the Perspex from one of the windows and is beginning to look rather 

neglected. 

A local resident is keen to plant trees, if the PC can get some. 

Fr Gregory came to the surgery and mentioned amongst other things, flooding from their 

lower field. Suggested some well positioned and judiciously planted trees might soak up the 

run off and alleviate the problem. He appeared to consider this a good idea in principle! 

 

Garden of Remembrance erected and being used. 

 Sarah 


